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ABSTRACT

1

Many users take advantage of digital self-control tools to selfregulate their device usage through interventions such as timers and
lockout mechanisms. One of the major challenges faced by these
tools is the user reacting against their self-imposed constraints
and abandoning the tool. Although lower-risk interventions would
reduce the likelihood of abandonment, previous research on digital
self-control tools has left this area of study relatively unexplored.
In response, this paper contributes two foundational principles relating risk and efectiveness; four widely applicable novel design
patterns for reducing risk of abandonment of digital self-control
tools (continuously variable interventions, anti-aging design, obligatory bundling of interventions, and intermediary control systems);
and a prototype digital self-control tool that implements these four
low-risk design patterns.

In 2009, Google increased annual revenue by $200 million by selecting the highest click-through rate produced among 41 diferent
shades of blue advertising links [1, 2]. Similar online controlled
experiments, also known as A/B/n tests, split tests, or multivariable
tests, are commonplace among digital technology companies [3–
5]. By testing diferent interface options among diferent groups
of users, companies may select an interface that optimizes specifc user- or business-oriented metrics, such as session length,
click-through rate, or sales [6]. Many companies also use personalized recommendation algorithms to select results that optimize
metrics of interest [7, 8]. These metrics are often improved by
relying on previous information from the user, similar users, or
the user’s social network [9, 10]. However, the use of controlled
experiments and personalized recommendation algorithms to increase user engagement—in particular, time spent per day on digital
platforms—has resulted in a negative response from some health
professionals [11, 12], news media [13, 14], design professionals
[15, 16], researchers [17, 18], and users [19–22].
At the same time, technical solutions known as digital selfcontrol tools (DSCTs) have allowed millions of users to programmatically manage their engagement with digital technology [23–
26]. DSCTs, as defned in [23], are “self-binding applications that
constrain future usage of devices or specifc applications.” Their
features can be grouped into 4 overarching categories of interventions: block/removal, self-tracking, goal advancement, and reward/punishment [24]. Yet the individual nature of DSCTs also
poses several challenges. The tools run on the same platforms that
they aim to limit, making them subject to inherent external risk
[23, 27]. DSCTs may over-restrict users in attempts to compensate
for a lack of human accountability [23]. Users may abandon DSCTs
because the settings of the DSCT do not match their expectations or
are too aggressive [28]. Like other behavior control interventions,
DSCTs sufer from signifcant user attrition, ethical concerns, short
evaluation periods in published research, and minimal exploration
of nonconscious strategies [24, 26, 28–30].
In response to the current state of the DSCT feld, this paper
outlines a new direction of research that is specifcally focused on
reducing risk of user abandonment of a given digital self-control
tool. We provide a theoretical contribution of two principles that
relate risk and efectiveness in DSCTs. We also outline four design
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INTRODUCTION
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patterns for DSCTs that aim to minimize the risk that a given tool
is abandoned. Lastly, we describe a prototype of our new digital
self-control tool, “Time Sidekick,” that incorporates these design
patterns.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Designing DSCTs
Previous research on DSCTs and related behavior-change design
tools has used dual-process theories to classify and explain interventions [18, 24, 29, 31, 32]. In short, dual-process theories are a
group of cognitive theories that defne two mental processes for
behavioral control: System 1 (nonconscious, heuristic, low-efort,
and rapid) and System 2 (conscious, analytic, high-efort, and slow)
[33–35]. Most behavioral reactions begin with System 1 and stem
from cognitive biases, habits, or environmental cues [36]. The accessibility of System 1 means that it is often used by default or
when individuals lack cognitive capacity or working memory [37].
Instinctual System 1 processes may be infuenced in some cases
by conscious System 2 goals, yet this infuence is limited by the
potential for System 1 cues to overwhelm System 2 [36]. System
2 processes may also pass into System 1 control over time [38].
Importantly, targeting System 1 processes for behavior control may
reduce reactance to an intervention [32, 39].
Along with classifcations of System 1/System 2 interventions in
DSCTs, previous studies have identifed other desired characteristics of DSCTs or similar behavioral change tools. Pinder et al. [26]
identifes these desiderata: low reactance, persistence (for habit generation), simplicity, combination of System 1 and 2 control, use of System
1, combination of digital and in-person infuences, personalization,
measurability, voluntariness, disclosure, privacy, and consideration of
social deception. Caraban et al. [29] pose behavior-change characteristics of low reactance, persistence, efcacy, and personalization.
Tran et al. [40] note the DSCT goals of low reactance, persistence,
subtle infuence, behavior-goal alignment, and meaning. Schwartz
[23] identifes essential limits of DSCTs, which can be translated
into desired characteristics of low reactance, alignment with desires
of app store owners, reliability, and voluntariness. Lanzing [41] recommends disclosure. Gulotta et al. [42] recommend low reactance,
low maintenance, proactive design, social features, personalization,
and periodic goal refection. Renfree et al. [43] and Stawarz et al. [30]
suggest that behavior change tools should discourage dependency.
In contrast with the principles of ubiquitous computing and symbiotic systems, which encourage unobtrusiveness and focus on System
1 cognitive processes [32, 44–46], Karapanos [47] suggests that behavior change tools should encourage conscious engagement, social
awareness of behavior, and habit formation. Monge Rofarello and De
Russis [25] pose the DSCT goals of personalization, fexibility, efcacy, reliability, social features, obtrusiveness, and privacy. Kovacs et
al. [28] suggest that DSCTs should be obtrusive. In sum, these studies note that DSCTs should meet core principles of minimization
of reactance, efcacy, alignment of user behavior with user goals,
voluntariness, privacy, and non-deception.
Another group of studies evaluates current DSCT methods.
Lyngs et al. [24] review academic and non-academic projects
within the DSCT/digital behavior change research area; a review
of non-academic project data indicates few implementations that
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use nonconscious context-altering strategies. Monge Rofarello and
De Russis [25] review Android DSCTs and note few DSCTs that
automatically assign interventions or redesign the user interface (UI),
as well as both positive and negative user reactions to DSCTs. Their
article also tests the DSCT Socialize and notes high abandonment
rates of System 2 blocking methods. Pinder et al. [26] and Caraban
et al. [29] review behavior change technologies and both note high
abandonment rates, short study periods, and mixed persistence after
study periods. Pinder and Pinder et. al [31, 48, 49] discuss cognitive
bias modifcation and subliminal priming as potential methods of
nonconscious behavior control, yet note mixed efectiveness and
ethical concerns. Barral et al. [50] note signifcant ethical concerns
regarding “covert” methods. Kovacs et al. [28] consider the tool
HabitLab and suggest an inverse relationship between efcacy and
retention in DSCTs, as well as user habituation to System 2 interventions. A more general category of experiments examine the efects
of changing or downgrading website elements on various business
and user metrics [3, 4, 51–54]. These experiments indicate that effects of degradation may occur, may not occur, may be persistent after
degradation is reversed, or may require extended time to demonstrate
efects. However, these experiments are not completely applicable
to DSCTs because they do not test self-imposed changes.
In all, previous research indicates signifcant functional, ethical, and pragmatic challenges in the DSCT feld. These papers
indicate potential opportunities in more efective System 1 (nonconscious) interventions, interventions that are implemented over
long periods of time, UI changes, and automatic assignment of interventions. These methods all are encompassed under low-risk
interventions, emphasizing long-term reliability over short-term
behavioral change. However, low-risk interventions remain underexplored in the DSCT feld: the efcacy of System 1 interventions
is most reliably shown external to the DSCT feld. Also, previous DSCT design strategy has primarily emphasized efectivenessmaximization and has not considered risk-management as a primary goal in DSCT development.

2.2

Understanding Risk and Reward in DSCTs

How are risk and reward related in the DSCT feld? Of particular
relevance to this question is the paper by Kovacs et al. [28], who suggest a direct relationship between DSCT efectiveness (the reward,
or reduction in daily time on-site) and attrition (risk of abandonment). This correlation is noted in a comparison between static
and shufed System 2 (conscious) behavioral interventions: static
System 2 interventions demonstrated lower efcacy and lower attrition, while shufed System 2 interventions demonstrated higher
efcacy and higher attrition. Although the direction of the causal
link is unclear, we would propose this as the wea k principle of risk
and efectiveness in DSCTs: that increasing the short-term efcacy
of a DSCT is positively correlated with an increasing risk of DSCT
abandonment. This risk-reward tradeof is noted in other felds and
is considered to be a mental heuristic [55].
This relationship may not hold in all cases. In another experiment in the Kovacs et al. study, an explanation was displayed to
users alongside shufed System 1 interventions, which reduced
user attrition in comparison to the group where no explanation
was provided. Assuming that efectiveness was stable between the
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two experimental groups, this example would be an example of a
Pareto-optimal decrease in risk (reduced risk is gained with no effectiveness lost). This is to be expected as the DSCT feld progresses
and new risk-reducing measures are created (or improvements in
efectiveness are discovered). In predicting the ideal development
of the DSCT feld, we would propose a strong principle of risk and
efectiveness in DSCTs by conjecturing that risk increases with effectiveness given that only the lowest-risk interventions in each
efectiveness class are considered. In other words, one should be
able to reduce risk in any DSCT by selecting the optimal intervention in a lower class of efectiveness.
Some caveats would apply to this principle as well. As noted in
[26, 28], it is likely that intervention risk and efectiveness are not
wholly generalizable to populations and are afected somewhat by
individual characteristics. Based on recent research, it is likely that
users would experience diferent levels of efectiveness based on
their usage patterns and relationship to the application or site of
interest [56]. Regardless, an estimate of efectiveness and risk could
still be modeled for a particular user given results from a previous
population. Pairing one intervention with another intervention
may also have unpredictable efects on risk and efectiveness: for
example, two interventions could act on the same UI element and
negate each other or add to each other.

3

PROPOSED DESIGN PATTERNS

Given high rates of attrition from digital self-control tools, minimal
exploration of ethical and efective low-risk DSCT strategies, and indications that interventions may not be efective for all user groups,
we propose four design patterns to reduce risk of abandonment
of digital self-control tools: continuously variable interventions;
anti-aging design; obligatory bundling of interventions; and intermediary control systems.

3.1

Design Pattern 1: Continuously Variable
Interventions

As mentioned in the Background section, the DSCT feld has focused
mainly on System 2 interventions, or those that are perceptible to
the user. Conscious interventions, such as those that intentionally remove elements, show notifcations, or block sites—may be
efective, but may also cause negative feelings in users, such as
feelings of helplessness or annoyance [28, 29]. As such, it would be
valuable to minimize efectiveness to avoid risk of abandonment,
either before or precisely when users exhibit dissatisfaction or
concern.
In response, we propose adopting interventions that are
continuously variable, or that can be scaled from a level of 0 (of) to
a level of progressively higher efectiveness. For example, a continuously variable intervention could frst remove some suggestions
instead of the full sidebar of suggestions, show smaller notifcations instead of larger notifcations, or use delays before blocks.
This would allow DSCTs to adopt a risk-minimization principle—to
scale intervention levels from a minimal level upwards—in order
to reduce risk of abandonment. This technique would also allow
fexible scaling-down of interventions that seem to be at high risk
of abandonment.
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3.2

Design Pattern 2: Anti-Aging Design

DSCTs, like all software, rely on consistent behavior among external
resources. This is especially challenging for DSCTs that modify the
UIs of websites, operating systems, or other systems (e.g. DSCTs that
block elements or change them): they are particularly vulnerable to
software aging, considered to be the natural degradation of software
capabilities, often due to changes in their technical environment
[57, 58]. DSCTs are also susceptible to hostile design, where the
systems under modifcation become intentionally inhospitable (see
[59, 60]). Lastly, it may be more difcult to develop DSCTs on certain
platforms than it is to develop the apps that they aim to restrict
[24].
These concerns contribute to the inherent risk taken on by
DSCTs as a part of their software development. Although these
concerns may not be directly relevant to users, user experience may
be indirectly impacted by poor DSCT reliability or by a slow development cycle. As such, the ability to reduce the risk of a varying
environment is benefcial for DSCT reliability. This risk-reduction
can be considered on at least four diferent axes: generalizability
towards a large user base (e.g. distinct groups that desire varying levels of change to their browsing), generalizability towards
a large number of targets (e.g. various websites or various applications), generalizability towards a large number of platforms (e.g.
mobile and desktop platforms), and generalizability towards a large
number of implementation methods (e.g. using multiple technical
methods to control usage). DSCTs can reduce risk on these axes by
consolidating their approaches (choosing the simplest method to
fulfll an approach) or by adding redundancy to their approaches
(choosing multiple equivalent methods to support a single goal). An
example of consolidation is using cross-platform libraries instead of
platform-specifc innovations. An example of redundancy is using
a variety of simultaneous methods to locate an element on a page
that should be removed, and using a voting process to remove that
element (thereby making the DSCT less vulnerable to interface
updates) [61].

3.3

Design Pattern 3: Obligatory Bundling of
Interventions

Ofering multiple interventions (e.g. visualizations, blockers) has
been explored in the HabitLab and Socialize tools, as well as in some
tools outside of academic studies [24, 25, 28]. As noted in the Socialize tool, certain subsets of users may choose to reject interventions
of a particular type, such as blockers. However, these DSCTs do
not require users to adopt certain combinations of interventions.
To reduce risk of the failure of one particular intervention, a DSCT
could instead obligate users to adopt a bundle of interventions,
instead of allowing a user to adopt a single intervention alone. Beyond basic bundling, two “intelligent” strategies for bundling may
also be pursued: risk-balancing bundling, or user-aware bundling.
Risk-balancing bundling obligates high-risk interventions selected
by a user to be ofset by lower-risk interventions, because higherrisk interventions are more likely to be abandoned. For example, a
user that selects blocking (high-risk) may be forced to also adopt
an intervention that makes notifcations slightly less attentiongrabbing (low-risk). Similarly, low-risk interventions could be bundled with medium- or high-risk interventions, if these higher-risk
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interventions are more efective. Ultimately, this bundle could improve risk or efectiveness compared to manual selection alone.
Another strategy for bundling, user-aware bundling, selects a
minimum number of interventions to be deployed in a bundle, and
replaces failing interventions in the bundle in order to shore up
overall DSCT functionality. For example, a DSCT where a user
that has adopted 3 interventions may fnd that one of them is not
efective (either by indirect method or by direct user feedback).
A DSCT that implements user-aware bundling would select this
failing intervention for replacement or modifcation, strengthening
the reliability of the tool in achieving the user’s aim and reducing
the likelihood of tool failure. This process could be repeated to fnd
more appropriate interventions, ultimately smoothly reducing the
risk of abandonment (cf. [28]).

3.4

Design Pattern 4: Intermediary Control
Systems

In most digital self-control tools (except for some research studies,
e.g. [28]), users have direct control over which types of interventions are implemented [25]. Users often use their intuition to select
DSCTs and the interventions within them. At the same time, users
are also often disappointed with these results [25, 43]. An alternative option would be to prioritize expert selection over user control.
Similar to letting a chef select a dish based on a diner’s tastes—or
letting a doctor select a treatment based on a patient’s condition—
an intermediate control system may only allow certain kinds of
interventions to be selected or may simply adopt interventions
automatically. These selections may be based on simplifed user
decisions (such as user input about general goals) or on other data
that is not usually available to users, such as behavior logs. Several
scenarios are well-suited for intermediate control systems: when
users do not know which interventions would be best for their
specifc needs; when users do not know which interventions are
efective out of a large pool of possibilities; when users do not know
which interventions would put them at particular risk of tool abandonment; when users hold unreasonable expectations about certain
interventions; or when users do not know which interventions
confict.

3.5

Limitations and Ethical Concerns

Each of these design patterns reduces user autonomy in exchange
for a reduction in risk. As mentioned in previous research, it is
important to ensure that the user is informed of this exchange—to
preserve present autonomy, to allow an adequate decision regarding
future dependence on the DSCT, and to help the user develop a valid
mental model [26, 30, 43]. In particular, immediate ethical concerns
appear in design patterns 1 and 4, when interventions or changes
within them are so minimal so that they cannot be perceived (yet
the user may be opposed to the changes or the interventions). To
avoid deception, users should agree on clear limits, guides, and
prohibitions for app behavior before handing over control to a
DSCT, particularly those that use an intermediary control system. In
response, the tool should set expectations for behavior and discuss
the interventions it uses. It may also be benefcial to allow the user
transparency into tool behavior, perhaps by using graphics as well
as text.
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4 TIME SIDEKICK PROTOTYPE
4.1 Design and Implementation
We developed our prototype of a low-risk DSCT for the Google
Chrome browser, “Time Sidekick”, to be evaluated among a preliminary group of users and then in a larger study, open to the public.
As recommended by previous researchers, we aim to meet the
aforementioned principles of minimization of reactance, efcacy,
alignment of user behavior with user goals, voluntariness, privacy,
and non-deception. Our tool focuses on interventions that match
our four previous design patterns: we implement (1) continuously
variable System 1 interventions, such as small delays to webpages or
general changes to user interfaces; (2) anti-aging design that emphasizes website-agnostic changes instead of website-specifc changes;
(3) obligatory bundling of multiple types of interventions, including
bundles that slightly delay both dynamically loaded content as well
as initially loaded content; and (4) the use of an intermediary control system with a simple user interface. Combined, we anticipate
these changes will reduce user involvement in our low-risk DSCT,
hopefully also reducing reactance and abandonment of the tool.
Upon installation, the user is presented with a screen that explains the tool. We highlight that the tool is easy to use and how it
helps users control which sites they want to use less. Concretely, the
initial screen tells the user that the tool makes “small-to-medium
changes to [the user’s] browsing experience” including “changes
to timing and color, among other tweaks.”
Next, the user enters in their personal information, indicating
email, age, and gender. We aim to collect this data to determine
how usage varies among diferent user populations, and to contact
users if necessary. On this screen, the user is also informed that
information about their location and browsing will be collected
(this is part of the informed consent process, approved by UVA IRBSBS #3922). Lastly, the user is presented with the main interface: a
list of their most commonly used websites, from the most to least
frequently visited, indicated by bars (see Figure 1).
To impose the interventions selected by the control system, the
user checks the box at left next to any of the websites they wish
to limit (Figure 1). At the top of the page, an email address is also
provided through which interested users can also learn about their
usage and the interventions imposed. In this way, we aim to provide
users transparency into the interventions and the intermediary
control system.
Currently, we have implemented two continuously variable interventions in the control system: one intervention that adds a
delay before the page loads, and one intervention that adds delays
to dynamically loaded content in the page. The infuence of delays
on user behavior is supported by previous research [51, 52]. The
two redundant delay interventions we have implemented afect
diferent portions of the browsing experience and are generalizable
towards a large number of targets (various websites), as described
in Section 3.2. Notably, the initial page load delay is experienced
by a user when any single webpage is newly loaded or reloaded,
allowing fully website-agnostic behavior. However, because many
websites dynamically load content into a single webpage (such as
video streaming sites or social media sites), we have added a delay
to page requests for dynamic content as well. We predict that the
dynamic delays will counteract longer average time spent per page
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Figure 1: The main user-facing page, showing the intermediary control system interface for Time Sidekick.

Figure 2: A sample of the researchers’ usage data collected by Time Sidekick, showing seconds spent on mail.google.com per
day.
on these sites. By combining both types of delays, we anticipate
that Time Sidekick will be more likely to reliably infuence usage
across a variety of types of websites.

4.2

Proposed Evaluation

We record the time and length of the user’s visits to any URL,
categorized by domain, top-level folder, and a hashed version of the
URL. This enables us to investigate the total number of visits and
length of time spent per site per day (Figure 2), as well as the median
visit length per day, as dependent variables. At the beginning of
the study, we will record this usage data over a period of 1-2 weeks
in order to establish a baseline level of website usage. During this
initial stage, the interventions will not be inactive. In the next stage—
the experimental stage—we will separate users into low- and highefectiveness groups, wherein each user will receive a portfolio
of interventions that is either at a low or high level of overall
efectiveness. Through our investigation, we aim to understand
the impact of the level of efectiveness on our dependent variables
(subject to environmental efects), as well as the abandonment of the
high-level intervention portfolio versus the low-level intervention
portfolio.
In addition to the dependent variables, we also collect other associated user data, including the user’s time zone, browser language,
and location (city, region, and country). We expect that location
will have a moderate efect on the efectiveness of interventions
due to local and cultural diferences in device and website usage.

Beyond baseline diferences in usage by location, local or temporal
diferences in usage may also occur due to COVID-19 outbreaks
or lockdowns. Nevertheless, we anticipate that the interventions
developed will cause some efect on usage no matter the location.
We also collect information about the number of dynamic delays
generated by various types of websites (e.g. video streaming sites,
social media sites, email sites) during a browsing session. Preliminary testing has shown that dynamic delays cause unique efects
depending on the type of website, and we believe that recording the
number of dynamic delays generated by each page browsing session
will help us better understand how the dynamic delay intervention
works in the wild.
We plan to collect qualitative interview feedback from the participants in our pilot study. In particular, we plan to ask about current
usage of websites, target usage of websites, feelings about website
usage, perceptions of the sites under modifcation by the DSCT, and
perceptions of the DSCT itself. We aim to conduct exit interviews
with any pilot users who abandon Time Sidekick. We hope that
this feedback will help us understand which parts of our tool cause
reactance in users, as well as which levels of interventions should
be avoided in our larger study because they are particularly likely
to cause abandonment of the DSCT.
The overall goal of the pilot and large-scale studies is to conduct
longer-term analyses of user behavior—on the scale of one month
or longer—in order to fll a noted gap in DSCT research [26]. This
would help determine if long-term interventions can make behavior
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changes permanent. We are interested in comparing the attrition
rate of users from Time Sidekick with the published attrition rates
of other tools.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our DSCT prototype, “Time Sidekick,” implements each of the
four risk-reducing design patterns we propose in this paper. Time
Sidekick departs from previous DSCT research by focusing on lowrisk strategies instead of short-term efectiveness. There are some
ways in which our design may still be improved: To balance data
collection with constraints on data storage and processing power,
time spent on a particular website is collected on a second-bysecond basis, meaning that views of websites under one second are
not recorded. Also, dynamic delays to websites require a minimal
initial involvement from researchers to ensure that the delays are
not too heavy, because the delay efect is outsized in websites that
dynamically load signifcant amounts of content. Lastly, delays
are two of many low-risk continuously variable interventions that
we plan to add to the tool, including grayscale flters, changes to
website colors, and changes to fonts.
We aim to address research questions focused on low-risk and
long-term usage in our initial studies, but there still remain opportunities to explore the topic in more detail. Future research questions,
informed by prior work and our own research on understanding
the proposed design patterns, could include: In which cases are continuous increases in an intervention level within a browsing session
as efective as increases in an intervention over many browsing
sessions? What is the efect of the rate of increase in the level of
a continuously scaled intervention on efectiveness and attrition?
As discussed in [28], do low-efectiveness interventions cause low
attrition or simply spread attrition over a longer time period? Does
decreasing the level of an intervention always reduce attrition?
Could increasing the level of an intervention reduce attrition in
some cases? We look forward to answering these questions as we
continue to develop Time Sidekick.
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